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TABLE     Jan Goder is



D im en sion s  ( ap p rox . )

S M L

H (cm)  200  240  280

L  (cm)  72  72  72

D (cm)  95  95  95

W (kg )  70  80  95

F I NI SHES: table top Walnut natural oiled, Oak natural oiled;  
table legs White (RAL 9010), Black (RAL 9005)

Actual colors can differ from sample. For further technical details and 
maintenance please refer to the user manual 

TABLE  TOP TABLE LEGS

OAK
tainted black

WALNUT
natural oiled

WHITE BLACK

NOMAD
The NOMAD is a collection of tables designed by Belgian 

architect Jan Goderis.

The name of the NOMAD table refers to the original idea 

of the designer to create a table that is relatively easy 

to take along for modern urban nomads when moving, 

with a table top made of 3 separate parts and easily 

mountable legs, without the traditional metal frame. 

The NOMAD is now available in a compact version with 

table top in one piece but still true to its name by the 

ease of setting up or dismantle and with design details 

at the surface of the table top referring to the original 

idea of the 3 separate parts.

The NOMAD is an elegant contemporary table, suitable for any type of interior but 

definitely a piece of furniture that will stand out with the connection of the table legs as 

a key accent, appearing as 4 circles at the top of the table.  The table top itself does not 

have a frame, which makes the NOMAD unique in construction and elegant in looks.

The table top of the NOMAD is made out of natural oiled oak or walnut veneer on a 

multiplex base. This makes the table top strong as solid wood, without the disadvantages 

of the ever living solid wood.  The table legs are made of metal, powder coated in mat 

black or white.

The NOMAD has a height of 72 cm and a standard width of 95cm.  Available lengths of the 

table top are 200 / 240 / 280 cm (other lengths on demand).  




